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planet has been sighed for relief. This good news, though,
could soon be put down [1].
In that sense, the "Gentside" web site in Germany said that
the symptoms of a new lethal virus called "Shabari" were
monitored by experts of the American Center for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) as it occurred in Bilivia and
can be spread among people by this virus.
Chapare is an enigmatic virus, little talked about and named
after the Chapare region of Bolivia, in which it appeared for
the first time in 2004. According to the French newspaper
"Express," this virus killed three people in Bolivia last year
[2].
The "Gentside" web site claimed that American Center for
Preventive Disease Control's researchers discovered that the
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"Shabary" virus was similar and that it could spread

In that sense, the "Gentside" web site in Germany said that

amongst people, increasing the concern of a potential

the symptoms of a new lethal virus called "Shabari" were

spread. The Ebola virus is also similar.

monitored by experts of the American Center for Disease

The newspaper "Express" said that the "Chapari" virus could

Control and Prevention (CDC) as it occurred in Bilivia and

be a vector of mice. And epidemiologist Kathleen Cosabum

can be spread among people by this virus.

quoted from the same source, noting that "The genetic
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sequence of RNA, which we isolated from rodent samples,
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is entirely the same as in humans [3].

For almost a year and almost everywhere around the world,

There are a variety of signs of the "Shabari" virus according

it has fought a fierce fight against the Corona virus, which,

to the same German website, including fever, headache, and

in addition to the 58 million infections of this virus, caused

stomach pain, rashes, organ failure, and bleeding, which can

more than 1.3 million deaths since Thursday (24 November

cause death.

2020).

In comparison to the high temperature and use of

In an effort to restrict its proliferation, Corona has put on

Antiseptics contribute to contain the virus in compliance

countries of the world sanctions, often referred to as 'harsh':

with the German web-site "Gentside," it is relatively

closing various markets, enforcing quarantines and other

unlikely that the Shabary virus will spill around the world.

means to save life for people living in extraordinary

In order to prevent transmission of this disease, Egypt has

circumstances this year.

taken careful steps in Cairo Airport, especially in polluted

More than one corporation has recently confirmed their

water and poor communities, and has denied the presence of

progress in creating an efficient vaccine that will stop this

alleged cases of Zika in its soil. With respect to Bahrain, the

virus and give it its former status as soon as possible. The

disease was denied in its airspace by the presence of
mosquitoes. In the other hand, the Moroccan health ministry
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reported that there are "very few" chances of the disease

reported it and updated it, and it may have been translated

dissemination in the Kingdom [4].

from or cited entirely and you may read and follow this

The Ebola virus, which has spread extensively in West

news from its principal source [9].

Africa, has contributed to fear worldwide in the past two
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